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Abstract—A theoretical study about Fresnel Lenses efficiency 

as a function of the ideal profile quantization and the minimum 

available technological feature size is presented in the present 

work. The fabrication process in silicon technology and the test is 

also presented. The aim of the lens is to increase the sensitivity on 

the IR detectors (thermopiles) for gas sensor detection. The 

studied wavelengths are 10.3um and 3.4um, which are the 

absorption lines for ethylene and many hydrocarbons, 

respectively. The focal distance (f=4mm) and the lens diameter 

(D=5mm) are set by geometric considerations and force a low F/# 

 
Index Terms—Fresnel Lens, microoptics, silicon technologies, 

optic gas sensor 

I. INTRODUCTION 

PTICAL gas sensors are based on the attenuation of the 

incident radiation in specific absorption bands. Each gas 

has its own absorption spectrum, so the working region of the 

spectrum limits the gases which can be detected. The quantity 

of radiation absorbed depends on the length of the optical 

path, the gas concentration in the medium and the absorption 

coefficient, which is a function of the wavelength and depends 

on the gas under test. Usually, optical gas sensors are 

composed by an IR emitter, a gas cell (optional) where the gas 

under test flows and an infrared detector where the remaining 

radiation is evaluated (Fig.1). 

The Lambert-Beer equation (1) relates the transmittance to 

the important parameters: 

 

[ ]LcT .).(exp)( λαλ −=    (1) 

 

where T is the transmittance, α is the absorption coefficient, c 

is the gas concentration and L is the length of the optical path. 

The application of the global sensor is to monitor the 

ripeness of the fruits. It can be controlled by a direct 

measurement of the ethylene concentration in the ambient 

atmosphere. Low levels of ethylene concentration have to be 

detected since they are an indicative of the fruit ripening. 

 

 

 
 

Anyway, some other species can be present in the 

conservation chambers. Such pollutants could interfere with 

the sensor response; so they should have to be also studied, in 

order to reduce the cross sensitivity. Ethanol and acetaldehyde 

appears as a result of fruit impacts and; during the fruit 

transport, it can be poisoned by ammonia. Nitrogen appears if 

the chamber is working in low-oxygen and low-temperature 

conditions, and gases like hydrogen, carbon monoxide and 

hydrocarbons can be also pumped in the storage room. The 

concentration of these gases can reach 200ppm for 

acetaldehyde and ammonia, 7ppm for ethanol and 1ppm for 

the other pollutants. 

 

 
Fig. 1.  Optical gas sensor set-up 

 

In order to improve the global efficiency of the system, a 

lens is added, to focus the radiation onto the detector and to 

increase the sensor sensitivity. So, the lens design is fixed by 

the absorption band of the required gas. In the present work, 

the study is carried out for a wavelength of 10.3um (ethylene 

band absorption) and for 3.4um (many hydrocarbons band 

absorption, i.e. 3.46um for ethanol and 3.64um for 

acetaldehyde). 

Diffractive lenses are chosen because they can be 

implemented using VLSI process, which entails a low cost 

fabrication. Another important reason to choose the diffractive 

lenses is their thickness (Fig. 2). They are much thinner than 

the refractive lenses, so the radiation absorption in the lens 

decreases, less material is needed and they are lighter. 

For a given wavelength, two parameters determine the lens 

design: the diameter and the focal length. Both parameters are 

restricted by the package which will contain the lens and the 

detector. The window of the package will be the lens, so the 

distance window-detector gives the focal length and the 

diameter of the window will be the lens diameter (Fig. 3). 
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For the proposed package, the designed focal length is 

f=4mm and its diameter is D=5mm. So, a low focal number 

lens will be designed, which has an important role because the 

typical approximation f>>D can not be applied. Anyway, some 

lenses with larger focal length will also be designed. 

 

 
Fig. 2.  Comparison between refractive lenses (up) and its equivalent 

diffractive lenses (down) [2] 

 
Fig. 3.  TO5 package, which sets the focal length and the diameter of the lens 

 

Finally, another important parameter which has to be 

considered is the minimum feature size (δ) available according 

to the technological constraints. It limits the detail in the outer 

region of the lens, so the lens efficiency will decrease (Fig. 2 

down). 

II. FRESNEL LENS DESIGN 

A. General Theory 

The goal of the diffractive lenses is to shift the phase of the 

wave with the purpose to get a positive interference in the 

focal point [8]. 

A first approach to the Fresnel Lenses (FL) is the Fresnel 

Zone Plates (FZP). For the FZP design, the wavefront is 

divided in zones in such a way to get a π phase shift from one 

zone to the next (Fig. 4). The border of each zone can be set 

by rN, the distance from the focal point to the interfering 

surface Σ: 

 

2/
0

λNrNr +=     (2) 

 

where r0 is the focal length, N is an integer and λ is the 

wavelength [1]. 

 
 

Fig. 4.  Division of the wavefront in zones for the FZP[1] 

 

If we consider each point of the Σ surface as an emitter, 

each zone will contribute to the amplitude in the point P as 

follows: 
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where f(χ) is the obliquity factor, which tells how titled the 

wavefront is (Fig. 5). 

Obviously, the maximum obliquity factor is in the 

propagation direction and it is zero for the perpendicular 

direction. Anyway, the obliquity factor can be considered 

constant inside each zone. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Contribution of the obliquity factor [1] 

 

As each Fresnel zone is out of phase respect the previous 

one, if all the even zones are hidden, the contribution in the 

point P will be the sum of all the zones which are in phase. So, 

there will be a positive interference in the point P and the 

device will work as a lens. 

The radius of the Fresnel Zones can be calculated as a 

function of the focal length r0 and the wavelength λ. Each zone 

is λ/2 further that the previous one (Fig. 6). So the radius of the 

Fresnel Zones can be expressed as: 
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The efficiency of a FL is defined as the ratio of the wave 

diffracted into the focal plane regarding the incident light [5]. 

The efficiency of the FZP can be improved simply adding a π 

phase shift in the even zones (Fig. 7). This approach is called 

Binary Phase Zone Plates (BPZP). The phase shift can be 

introduced using a step of material with a different refraction 

index than the environment. As the refraction index is different 

in the substrate than in the environment, the wave will 

propagate at different velocity in each medium. So, at the 

output of the surface, both waves will have a different phase. 

The step has to produce a delay of λ/2, which is equivalent to a 

π phase shift. 
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where d is the step distance and n are the refraction index. It is 

important to remark the dependence on the refraction index 

and the wavelength (which is also hidden in the refraction 

index). 

 

 
Fig. 6. Radius calculation for FZP. Bending angle, θ [9] 

 

To get a Fresnel Lens, it is only necessary to convert the 

FZP zones to infinitesimal zones. So, for the FL, each zone 

will introduce the necessary phase shift to get the maximum 

radiation interference in the focal point. 

The ideal phase distribution can be written as [2] 
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where r is the radial coordinate, f is the focal length and φ0 

is an arbitrary phase. As the phase is 2π periodic (it can be 

normalized to 2π), the thick lens can be reduced. This property 

allows an easier technological implementation and a cheaper 

device. 

The grating period T is defined as the distance from one 

point to the nearest point which is in phase. So, T is the width 

of two consecutive Fresnel Zone Plates. As further from the 

centre the zone is, T is shorter; as far as it can not be 

technologically implemented (Fig. 7).  

B. Technological aspects 

Silicon is transparent in the interested IR range, has a lot of 

technology developed around it and has well-known 

properties. So, the lens will be made on a silicon substrate and 

using the standard microelectronics techniques. The Reactive 

Ion Etching (RIE) has been used to etch the needed steps. 

RIE is based on the selective suppression (using a 

photoresin mask) of material portions (silicon), taking profit of 

the physical-chemist interactions between the substrate and the 

gas species presents in a plasma. 

 

 
Fig. 7. Comparison of FZP (up), BFZP (middle) and FL (down). Grating 

period T  and d are shown. 

 

First of all, the photoresin is placed by a spinning method on 

the substrate. A photolithographic mask allows only to certain 

zones to be exposed under UV radiation. The photoresin of 

those zones is removed by a developing process. The 

photoresin of the non-exposed zones is still on the substrate, 

and will protect it from the later ion bombing. 

So, the RIE process etches the unprotected zones and its 

depth depends on the time exposure under the ion bombing. 

Finally, the rest of the photoresin is removed using O2 plasma 

and the wanted profile is obtained. 

Because of the technological constraints, it is necessary to 

reproduce the lens profile as a discrete number of steps. In 

order to get the lens, it is only needed to design the masks in 

such a way to get the best approximation to the ideal profile 

(Fig. 8). 

Obviously, as much as quantization steps can be used, the 

lens efficiency increases. However, money, technological 

aspects, time design... limit the number of photolithographic 

masks which can be used. 

An alternative to quantize the lens profile is to use so many 

independent masks as quantization levels. Anyway, a second 

alternative allows to get N=2m
 quantization steps using only m 

different etches (and m photolithographic masks). 
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 Fig. 8 Ideal lens profile: λ=10.3um, f=5mm (dotted line). Quantized profile 

(continuous line). Period grating T. 

 

If the etch depth of each step is d/2
m
, d/2

m-1
, d/2

m-2
,... the 

available  levels will be equidistant from each other in all the 

lens surface. In that case, each level would introduce a phase 

shift of: 

 

N

π
ϕ

2
=    (7) 

 

And the working range is [0,2π(N-1)/N] (Fig.9) 

 

 
 Fig. 9 Etching consecutively the substrate, in order to get eight levels with 

only three masks. 

 

At this design stage, the minimum feature size available 

from a technological point of view constrains the lens profile. 

The rings are thinner in the outer region of the lens, as far as 

they can not be implemented. In those zones, the number N of 

levels has to be reduced in order to get wider zones and being 

able to make the lens. So, the lens efficiency decreases. In our 

case, the technological resolution is limited by 3um width. 

C. Number of quantization steps 

The number of quantization steps depends on the number of 

photolithographic masks available. However, as explained 

previously, technological constraints can limit the quantization 

steps in the outer region of the lens. So, it is necessary to know 

the maximum number of quantization steps (Nmax) in each zone 

of the lens. In the case of technological limitation, Nmax 

depends on the grating period T and the minimum feature size 

available δ: 

 

δ

)(
max

rT
N =   (8) 

 

As the grating period depends on the radial coordinate, Nmax 

has to be expressed as a function of r. With that propose the 

bending angle of the lens θ is introduced (Fig. 6). The 

relationship between the lens phase function φ and the bending 

angle θ can be written as [4]: 
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If equation (6) is substituted in the equation (9): 
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where f is the focal length. It is important to remark that in 

the present case the focal length is similar to the lens diameter, 

so the f>>r approximation can not be applied. 

The first diffraction order is given by the grating formula 

[9]: 

 

λθ =Tsen     (11) 

 

From equations (10) and (11): 
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 And the maximum quantization steps can be expressed as: 
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where fix() rounds to the nearest integer towards zero. The 

most critical zone for the number of quantization steps is at the 

edge of the lens. So, the minimum quantization steps 

correspond in the lens diameter, D: 
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Therefore, the number of steps in each zone will be from 

Nmin  (limited by the technology) to Nmax (limited by the number 

of photolithographic stages available) [4]. 
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D. Lens efficiency 

The complex amplitude transmittance of the Fresnel Lens 

has a radial symmetry and is periodic in r
2
. So, it can be 

developed as a Fourier series. These Fourier coefficients are 

the amplitude of the wave focused in each focal plane. As we 

are interested in the first focal plane, only the first Fourier 

coefficient is needed to calculate [5]. 

If we assume that the Fresnel Lens is lighted by a plane wave 

and that the amplitude transmittance has an infinite extension, 

the first-order diffraction efficiency of the lens, with an equally 

spaced phase levels, only depends on the number of 

quantization steps [5]: 
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In the present work, the number of steps is variable along the 

lens. So the total efficiency can be calculated as the smoothed 

sum of the efficiency of all the zones [4]: 
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where γN is the part of the total area and N quantization steps 

are used. 

For a spherical lens, γN can be expressed as: 
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where rmax(N) and rmin(N) are the outer and the inner radius of 

the zone with N quantization steps. 

The dependence r(N) is needed in order to calculate the 

global efficiency. It can be calculated from equations (8), (10) 

and (11): 
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 For the outer region, which r(N) is limited by the border of 

the lens, and corresponds to N≤α: 
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 For the central zones, where α<N<Nmax,  
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 If all the available technological steps are used, the central 

zone can be expressed as: 
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 From the equations (18), (19), (20) and (21), the γN 

parameter and the global efficiency can be calculated. 

 So, the global efficiency will depend on the number of 

available steps, the wavelength, the focal length, the minimum 

feature size, the lens diameter and which approach is used to 

reproduce the ideal lens profile. 

 As seen in the technological aspects, there are two 

alternatives to implement N levels. The first alternative is 

based on using m1 masks. Each mask etches the depth of the 

binary codification of the ideal lens profile. For this method 

N=2
m1

 levels are obtained when only m1 masks are used. The 

second alternative is based on using m2 independent masks. 

Each mask etches equally a fraction of the total depth: d/N. In 

this case, N=m2 are obtained when m2 masks are used. 

 In the regions where the technological constraints do not 

allow designing the ideal lens profile using the maximum 

number of steps, the design can be continued using one mask 

less. If the first alternative is chosen, when one mask is not 

used (m1 →m1-1) only N/2 levels are available (Fig.10a). For 

the second alternative, N-1 levels are still available when m2 
→m2-1 (Fig.10b). 

 Obviously, the second alternative is more efficient because 

always all the quantization steps which can be technologically 

implemented are used. Anyway, more masks are needed and it 

does not take profit of the simple implementation based on the 

binary codification. 

 

 
 Fig. 10.- a) Available levels when the design is based on N=2m levels b) 

Available levels when the design is based on m levels. 

 

 Both alternatives are compared: how the efficiency is 

decreased when not all the technological available steps are 

used in all the regions (Fig.11). The efficiency, as function of 

the minimum feature size, presents flat zones for all the cases; 

they correspond when the technological constraints do not 

affect to the lens design, because all the zones are wide enough 

to be technologically implemented. The efficiency of the 

second alternative (all the available technological levels can be 

always implemented) is always larger than the other alternative 

and the curve is more smooth because the effect of non-using 

one level is not so critical. 
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Technological constraints are more critical for shorter 

wavelengths because the grating period is larger as the 

wavelength increases (Fig.11). 

 

 

 
 Fig. 11.- a) Lens efficiency (λ=3.4um, F/1) as a function of the minimum 

feature size, for different values of Nmax. The continuous line represents the 

use of all the levels and the dotted line is the efficiency when only m1 masks 

are used. b) Idem for λ=10.3um. 

 

 The alternative based on using all the available steps is 

always more efficient, but it does not allow to design the lens 

using only a few photolithographic masks. So, this alternative 

is much more expensive than using only m masks for 2m
 levels. 

The goal is to design a low-cost device and the efficiency does 

not decrease dramatically, so the m masks for 2m
 levels 

alternative is chosen. 

III. FABRICATION IN SILICON AND LENS TEST 

A. Fabrication process 

Binary Fresnel Lenses have been developed on silicon as a 

first prototype. These kinds of lenses only have two different 

levels (up and down), so only one mask is needed. 

 For the Binary Fresnel lenses, a π phase shift is introduced. 

So, from equation (5), the etched depth d: 

 

)1(2 −
=

siliconn
d

λ
  (21) 

 

where the environment is assumed to be the vacuum. From 

equation (21), the etched depth is 2.13um for a 10.3um 

wavelength (the silicon refraction index at 10.3um is n=3.42) 

 Several lenses have been designed for 10.3um wavelength: 

0.4, 1, 2, 5 and 10cm focal length and a 4 and 8mm diameter. 

For each lens, a photolithographic mask has been designed 

(Fig. 12). 

 

 
Fig. 13.-Lens profile in the center region (left) and in the outer region (right), 

measured using an interferometer microscope. 

 

B. Lens profile measurement 

Binary Fresnel Lenses are obtained when the RIE process is 

done. The lens profile has been measured using an 

interferometer microscope (Fig. 13). The rings of lens can be 

seen in the central region (Fig. 13 left), but in the outer region 

it is difficult to notice the ring’s curvature (Fig. 13 right). As 

shown before, a silicon Binary Fresnel Lens should have to 

have an etched step of 2.13um for a wavelength of 10.3um. 

The real etched step has been measured and it is around 2um 

in the entire lens (Fig. 14). 

 

 

 
Fig. 12.- Photolithographic masks for 10.3um wavelength, 4mm diameter and 

0.4cm (up left), 1cm (up right), 2cm (down left) and 5cm (down right) focal 

length. 

 

C. Designed wavelength test 

 A Fourier Transform InfraRed (FTIR) is based on a tunable 

IR wavelength emitter and an IR detector. Tuning the IR 

wavelength, the transmission spectrum for a sample can be 

obtained. If a lens is inserted in the IR radiation beam, the 

radiation is focused to a certain point, and the amount of 

radiation which falls on the detector changes (Fig.15). 
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Fig. 14.-Lens profile in the outer region, measured using an interferometer 

microscope. The etched depth is about 2um. 

 

Comparing the FTIR of a silicon reference with the FTIR with 

an inserted BFL, the lens effect can be tested. The difference 

between both spectrums can be understood as the lens 

focalization. 

 The designed lens should have to focalize for 10.3um, so a 

change in the transmission spectrum is expected in that 

wavelength (Fig. 16). This effect can be explained as the lens 

operation, which focuses the IR beam and changes the amount 

of radiation which falls on the detector. Anyway, a quite 

similar effect is produced for 3.3um. 

 

 
Fig. 15.- FTIR: basic operation. It is shown the solid angle which falls on the 

detector when there is no focalization, when it focuses in the focal length and 

when the focalization is in three times the focal length. 

 

 
Fig. 16.- IR spectrum transmission for a double-polished silicon wafer 

(reference) and different focal length lens.  

 

 The lenses have been designed for a specific wavelength λ, a 

distance d has been etched for this wavelength. But the same 

distance d introduces a 3π phase shift (which is equivalent to 

π) for a λ/3 (equation 21). So, the designed lens also focuses 

for all the λ/m wavelengths, where m is odd, but with a 

different focal length. 

 From equation (4), for the case λ<<f, the radius of the zones 

can be expressed as: 

 

0rNRN λ≈    (22) 

 

where r0 is the focal length and N is the zone number. So, if 

the wavelength is m times shorter, the focal length is m times 

larger. The lens also focuses the radiation for λ/m wavelengths, 

but the focal distance is mf, where m is odd. 

 It is important to remark that those diffraction peaks are also 

first-order interferences, as the focalization for λ. The relative 

position of the focal length and the detector entails different 

amount of radiation on the detector and changes the peak 

intensity in figure 16 for λ and for λ/3. See also figure 15. 

D. Focal length measurement 

 A direct measurement of the focal length has also been 

carried out. The global set-up is based on a parallel IR beam, 

which lights the Fresnel Lens, and on an IR detector, which 

collects the remaining radiation. 

 The source is a quantum cascade laser, with an emission line 

at 10.3um. It is pulsed with a frequency of 2KHz and a pulse 

length of 100ns. Its operation temperature is 250K and 16V 

are applied. The IR detector is a pyrodetector, with a sensitive 

area of 2mmx2mm. In order to decrease the sensitive area of 

the detector, a 100um diameter pinhole is glued in front of the 

pyrodetector. As smaller is the effective sensitive area of the 

detector, the sensitivity of the global set-up is larger. Using a 

small pinhole, the situation which the radiation is not exactly 

focused on the detector but all the radiation falls on it can be 

avoided. So, it is possible to obtain a more accurate 

measurement using a small pinhole. As the source is pulsed, 

the pyrodetector output can be acquired by a lock-in amplifier. 

Once the set-up is correctly aligned, the focal length can be 

measured moving the detector through the axis. When the 

radiation on the detector is the maximum, the distance from 

the pinhole to the lens is the focal length. The detector is 

placed on a slider, which allows getting very little movements 

through the axis (Fig. 17). 

 

 
Fig. 17.- Global set-up to measure directly the focal length.  

 

 The previous set-up has been used to measure the focal 

length of some of the fabricated Binary Fresnel Lens. The 

results are shown in table 1. 

Pinhole 

Parallel beam 
of laser 

Pyrodetector 

Lock-in 
Amplifier 

adjustable distance 

Fresnel 
Lens 

Sensitive 
area 
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D=4mm D=8mm 

f design (mm) f measured (mm) f design (mm) f measured (mm) 

4 3,9 4 4,4 

10 10,1 10 9,6 

20 20 20 19,8 

50 48,5 50 49,5 

100 99,5 100 97,5 

Table 1.- Comparison between designed focal length and directly measured 

focal length. For 4mm and 8mm diameter lens. 

E. Spot size measurement 

 Another important lens parameter is the spot size in the 

focal plane. After the beam has crossed the lens, it can be 

considered as a Gaussian beam; in that case the spot size is 

defined as the region where the irradiance is greater than 1/e
2
 

times the center value [10]. 

The spot size can be estimated from the collected radiation 

using different diameter pinholes and the radiation which falls 

on the detector with each pinhole. It has been estimated for a 

1cm focal length and 8mm diameter Binary Fresnel Lens, 

using a 10.3um wavelength laser. 

First of all, the maximum radiation collected by the detector 

for different pinhole sizes has been measured (Table 2). The 

collected radiation is approximately constant for the pinholes 

with a diameter larger than 200um, thus 200um is an upper 

limit for the spot diameter in the focal plane. For 100um 

diameter pinhole, the collected radiation is reduced, so it can 

be estimated that the spot size in the focal plane is included in 

(100um, 200um).  

 

pinhole (um) Max. Lock-in value (uV) 

no pinhole 1080 

500 1100 

200 1050 

100 830 
Table 2.- Collected radiation for different pinhole sizes. (f=1cm, D=8mm, 

λ=10.3um lens) 

 

 Anyway, in order to obtain a more accurate measurement 

for the spot size, the previous set-up has been modified: the 

detector has been placed on a far field. So, the relative position 

lens-detector in the XY plane can be controlled by a computer. 

The distance lens-detector (axis Z) is still controlled by a 

slider (manually) (Fig. 18). The pinhole diameter is changed in 

order to do a first estimation of the spot size.  

Once the focal plane is found, the pattern radiation is 

scanned. The pinhole diameter is 100um and the scan step is 

15um, so the obtained pattern is smoothed (Fig. 19). It will be 

necessary a numeric treatment in order to subtract the overlap 

between measurements. 

Due to the obtained pattern is smoothed, the spot size can not 

be found directly from figure 19. Anyway, it allows getting a 

first idea of it if we see that all the measurements which are 

100um away from the center are near to zero. It means that a 

100um diameter pinhole, centered in the 100um radius circle, 

hides all the radiation to the detector. So, it can be estimated 

that the half beam width is about 50um and the spot size is 

about 100um. 

 

 
Fig. 18.- Global set-up to measure the spot size.  

  

However, each measurement is the sum of the irradiance of 

all the points which are under the pinhole. If the beam is 

considered as a Gaussian beam, then the measured irradiance 

can be written as: 

 

( )[ ])2/(2/2
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   (23) 

where A and B are the upper and lower limits of the lighted 

region, K is a proportional constant and σ is the standard 

deviation of the real beam. 

 

 
Fig. 19.- Pattern radiation in the focal plane for f=1cm, D=8mm and 

λ=10.3um lens. 

 

Referring all the measurements to the central value, the 

dependence on K can be eliminated. Then, in order to estimate 

the standard deviation of the real beam, a numeric process can 

be carried out. The searched σ is the one which minimizes the 

quadratic distance from the measured irradiances to the 

searched Gaussian curve. In that case, it will be the curve 

which fits better the measurements with the non-smoothed 

Gaussian beam. For the focal plane, the calculated standard 

deviation is σ=15.8um (with a quadratic error of 0.04um). For 

a Gaussian curve, 2σ is the distance where the amplitude falls 

to 1/e
2
. So, it can be considered that the radius of the beam is 

31.6um and the calculated spot size is 63.3um. That spot size 

is smaller than the absorber size of the detector (350x350um
2
), 
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which is important to focus as much radiation as possible in 

the absorber. 

Anyway, in real working conditions, the detector might not 

be exactly allocated in the focal plane, so it is also important to 

know how the spot size changes through the Z axis. With that 

purpose some XY scans have been carried out around the focal 

plane with a 100um Z step (Fig. 20). It can be seen that the 

intensity of radiation is still appreciable in a region ±0.3mm 

from the focal plane and that the spot size is larger as far from 

the focal plane the scan is. 

 

 
Fig. 20.- Pattern radiation through the axis for f=1cm, D=8mm and λ=10.3um 

lens. 

 

 The same measurement has been carried out for a 2cm focal 

length and 4mm diameter Binary Fresnel Lens. In this case, the 

pinhole diameter is 100um, but the XY scan step is 20um and 

the Z step is 200um (Fig. 21, Fig. 22). 

Applying the same numerical treatment as before, the 

standard deviation is σ=19.5um (with a quadratic error of 

0.17um), and the spot size is 78um. In this case, directly from 

figure 22, it can be said that the lens focalizes in a region 

±0.8mm away from the focal plane. 

Both lenses have approximately the same behaviour. The 

main difference is that the first lens (1cm focal length and 

8mm diameter) focalizes in a closest region from the focal 

plane than the second lens (2cm focal length and 4mm 

diameter). It can be understood if we think in the divergence 

angle: if it is shorter, the beam in the focal plane will be flatter 

and the detector will be able to collect all the energy in a larger 

region. 

  

 
Fig. 21.- Pattern radiation in the focal plane for f=2cm, D=4mm and 

λ=10.3um lens. 

IV. MULTIPLE REFLECTIONS 

Due to the high refractive index of silicon there are high 

reflection losses at the surfaces of the Fresnel lenses. For a 

plane surface, the reflection coefficient can be expressed as: 
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Fig. 22.- Pattern radiation through the axis for f=2cm, D=4mm and λ=10.3um 

lens. 

 

where n1 and n0 are the refraction index of the both sides of the 

surface. In the case of silicon (at a wavelength of 10.3um) the 

reflection coefficient is about R=0.3. If all the refractions are 

considered, then the part of the light which can pass through 

the surface decreases (Fig. 23). 
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Fig. 23.- Multiple reflections in a flat surface. 

 

The total intensity loss can be evaluated adding all the 

reflections: 
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In the case of silicon, Rtotal=0.46. So, it is not possible to 

obtain more than a transmittance of T=0.54 . 

It is important to remark that this aspect is independent of 

the lens efficiency. So, there are two ways to loose energy (the 

lens efficiency and the internal reflections). 

An alternative to decrease the internal reflections is the use 

of antireflection coatings. A thin film anti-reflection coating 

reduces the light loss. Its idea is based on two wave 

reflections, which interfere destructively each other. If a 

substrate is covered by a thin coating, two reflected waves are 

produced: one from the coating and another from the substrate. 

If the coating thickness introduces a phase shift of π, both 

waves will be out of phase and the reflection losses will be the 

minimum. In that case, the coating has to be a quarter 

wavelength thicknesses (λ/4n), where n is the refraction index 

of the thin coating [1]. 

A proper antireflection coating for a 10.3µm wavelength is 

still being pursued. Typical silicon related materials such as 

SiO2 or Si3N4 are not good candidates because they 

unfortunately exhibit absorption lines at 9.4um and 11.8um 

respectively. For those layers, the required thickness (λ/4n) 

overlaps significantly the 10.3µm region, turning the lenses 

opaque at that particular wavelength. 

 Another alternative to decrease the multiple reflection losses 

is to design the lens on another substrate, with a lower 

refraction index. Some polymer substrates, such as PMMA 

(polymethyl methacrylate), SU8 and PDMS (polydimethyl 

siloxan) have been considered with that purpose. The 

refraction index of PMMA is 1.49 (at 25ºC and for 600nm), 

which implies a transmittance of T=0.93. So, the total 

transmitted radiation can be highly increased using a low 

refraction index material. 

 Anyway, these kinds of polymers also show some 

drawbacks: they are not as rigid as silicon and they can present 

non-underestimating temperature dependence. The lens should 

be able to be used in a wide temperature range, so the 

refraction index has to be stable in all the working temperature 

range. 

The spectrum of some PDMS samples has been measured 

(Fig. 24), but the temperature dependence has not been studied 

yet. It could be a good candidate for the lens design, due it has 

a high transmission in the interesting bands. 

 
Fig. 24.-PDMA spectrum.  

 

V. EIGHT LEVELS DESIGN 

In order to increase the lens efficiency, some Fresnel Lenses 

have been designed using three photolithographic masks, i.e. 

eight levels can be reached (Fig. 25). The lenses are 4mm 

diameter, 1cm and 4mm focal length and 10.3um and 3.4um 

wavelength. After the RIE process, the lens on silicon 

substrate is obtained. As contact photolithography tools are 

used, the minimum feature size available is 3um. The grating 

period T is shorter for shorter wavelengths and shorter focal 

lengths, as far as the outer rings can not be fabricated for some 

lens and the number of levels must be reduced (Fig. 26). 

 

 
Fig. 25.- Detail of a eight levels lens, using only three photolithographic 

masks. 

 

 As the lenses are convex, they are diverging. Simply 

inverting the etched zones, a concave profile could be obtained 

and the lenses would be convergent (Fig. 27-28). The lens 

profile has been measured using an interferometer microscope 

(Fig. 27-28). It can be seen that eight equally spaced levels are 

obtained with only three photolithographic masks. 

 

Some lenses have been stamped on PMMA polymer, in 

order to test the reproducibility of the process: a BPZP (Fig. 

29) and an eight levels FL (Fig. 30). So, the obtained profile is 
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concave and the lens is convergent (Fig. 30). Some of the 

features are a little bit tall, because of some sticking of the 

polymer to the master. This problem is much more evident in 

the outer zones (Fig. 31). 

 

 

 
Fig. 26.- Portion of the fabricated Fresnel Lens for 10.3um (up) and 3.4um 

(down) wavelength and 1cm focal length (left) and 4mm focal length (right). 

 

 

 
Fig. 27.- Confocal image of the central zone of a FL designed for 10.3um 

wavelength and 1cm focal length. 

 

 
Fig. 28.- Confocal image of the outer rings of a FL designed for 10.3um 

wavelength and 1cm focal length. 

 

 
Fig. 29.-Binary Fresnel Lenses stamped on PMMA, measured using an 

interferometer microscope. 

 
Fig. 30.- Stamped lens on PMMA. The obtained profile is concave. The lens 

used as a master is 10.3um wavelength and 1cm focal length.  
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Fig. 31.- Outer region of a stamped lens on PMMA. Some of the features are 

a little bit tall 

 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

A theoretical study about the Fresnel Lens efficiency as a 

function of the number of photolithographic masks and the 

minimum feature size has been done. It has been presented 

how to change the lens design when the technological 

constraints force to decrease the number of quantization steps. 

The alternative based on a binary codification of the masks has 

been chosen because it is quite cheaper, easier and the 

efficiency does not decrease dramatically. 

The device fabrication has been successfully carried out and 

the test stage has already started. The measured focal length 

fits with the designed models and using the FTIR, the different 

focal planes for the different wavelengths has also been 

presented. Finally, the spot size measurement could be 

improved using a smaller pinhole, but in that case the set-up 

alignment would be quite difficult, and some diffraction 
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problems may appear (for λ=10.3um and a 50um pinhole 

diameter, only d/ λ~5). 

Anyway, some alternatives are still considered, in order to 

decrease the internal reflections. With that purpose, 

antireflection coatings and some polymers materials have to be 

studied more accurately. 

The work should finish with the lens working in real 

conditions, as an element in the optical gas sensor. At the end, 

the lens should have to improve the sensor features. 
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